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l. Introduction 

In the first paper on the given topic we have formulated the Monte-Carlo 

perturbation source method (PSM) in inhomogeneous linear particle trans-

port problems on the basis of fREDHOLM integral equations for the par

ticle fields /1/. In that framework the formulae for the second moment 

of the difference event point estimator were derived. This was accom-

plished by an adequate extension of the adjoint integral method used 

by Coveyou et al. for· representing the variances of the event point es-

timator in analog and biased solutions of ordinary particle transport 

problems /2/. In the present paper we analyse the general structure of 

the variance in the PSM, point out the variance peculiarities of this 

method, discuss the dependences on certain transport games and genera-

tion procedures, and draw conclusions with respect to its improvement. 

Only to complete the paper we preface the discussion of chapter J once 

more by the mathematical formulation and a brief outline of the PSM in 

chapter 2. 

2. Mathematical formulation and Outline of the Perturbation Source 

~ 

The physical problemconsideredhere is the following. Let us have an 

arrangement consisting of a constant outer particle source, a nonmulti-

plying material system and a detector. In the original state of the sys

tem ("zero" state) the detector gives a certain counting rate ;. •• After 

changing the system ("one" state) and waiting for the new equilibrium 

distribution the detector shows now the counting rate A1 • We are in

terested in the effect shown by the detector in consequence of the sys-

tern modification, i.e., in the difference ,. of the counting rates 
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in both system states i=O,l 

A !!! ~~~ - ,Xo (l) 

The PSM seems to be s powerful MC method which at least in certain cases 

allows one to estimate the effect A with an acceptable statistical relia

bility. In order to analyse its general variance behaviour we have for-

mulsted this method in s convenient mathematical model. We describe the 

particle distributions in both system states by event densities Ei(x) 2:0 

which are to be the solutions of the fREDHOLM integral equations 

£/xJ- £;~) +for){~)()£ {x~Jt' j = ~ 1 (2) 

and give the counting rates 

A;= fJXJt)[;~d! i=-J,.f.. (3) 

In equations (2) 5
0

(x) represents a nonnegative source distribution which 

may be assumed to be normalized. The kernels Ki(x-.y)l:O describe the 

transitions of a particle from an event point x to the next point in dy 

near y. They are completely determined by the system states. In equa

tion (3) D(x)~O is the detector function describing the localization 

and sensibility of the detector in counting the events. 

for the further explanation it is useful to introduce the so-called value 

functions Wi(x)~O of both system states which are to be the solutions 

of 

WftJ=JJ~J + fK;rJ(~,JW,·~'l«l) ; •v, 1.. (4) 

In the PSM the 

other counting 

same effect 
... 

rates ,\~ , 

).. is calculated as the difference of two 

which are the counting rates of the same de-

dector but of the events of two types (j=O,l) of new particles 

,.\ =- A! - A:· (5) 

• 2 

where 

Ar . r ~)~~)t~~ } j-~{ (6) 

and E~(x)~O are the event densities of the new so-celled perturbation 

particles, or shorter " perturbstons ", 

Ejtx) = fj(r) + [K.(l .. x)~~'ltlx' J i-~1. (7) 

We note that both types of perturbatons II ve in the same system "one" 

and thus have the same value function W
1
(x), but are emitted by different 

sources Pj(x)~O. The sources Pj(x) themselves are generated by the ori

ginal particles in the system state "zero" (basic particles) 

'fJ~J - f~rx'~I(;E,~~ ~~, ) i= P,l., (8) 

where the generation kernels Pj(x .. y) are defined as the nonnegative, 

nonmultiplying remainders of the difference of the transition kernels Ki 

~~ .. ,) - f,(t .. 'l}: 'R~~,) - JJo{;~1J. (9) 

The Pj(x) give the so-csll:d perturbation source 

'P~) ~(x) - f'o(l(). (10) 

from equations (2) and (5) through (8) follows the general outline of the 

PSM: 

1) According to [s
0

,K
0

] simulate the history of a basic particle. 

2) According to equations (8) generate both types of perturbatons 

during the random walk of the'basic particle, 

3) Simulate the histories of all 

"one" state of the system and 

during the lifetimes of all 

3 

generated perturbatons in the 

. .., ... 
sum up eahmators "j of the 

generated "j" perturbatons. 

t 
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where 

A; ,. r JJ&)lj~h,t ) t-~1 (6) 

and E~(x)~O are the event densities of the new so-called perturbation 

particles, or shorter " perturbstons ", 

Ejtx) = fj(r) + {K,(l .. x)~~'lll' J /-~1. <1> 

We note that both types of perturbatons live in the same system "one" 
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nonmultiplying remainders of the difference of the transition kernels Ki 

~(x .. ,) -(.(f .. (}: 'R~ .. 1) - ~~ .. 1). (9) 

The Pj(x) give the so-called perturbation source 

P~) = ~{x) - PoC1() ~ (10) 

From equations (2) and (S) through (B) follows the general outline of the 

PSM: 

1) According to [s
0

,K
0

] simulate the history of a basic particle. 

2) According to equations (B) generate both types of perturbatona 

during the random walk of the basic particle. 

3) Simulate the histories of all 

"one" state of the system and 

Qyring the lifetimes of all 

3 

the generated perturbatons in 

• • sum up eahmatora 'l.j of the 

generated "j" perturbatona. 
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4) The estimator (per basic particle) of the effect A is given by 

If 

~~ "' t = * ~0 (11) 

The variance of the difference estimator (11) is composed of the variances 

Var( ~1) of the estimators rz; and of their covariance Cov( 'l:, 'Z~) 
4 

Vo.rfr•) = f.; Var(') -i (ov(y:, ?;). (12) 

Comparing the PSM with other methode which base on estimations of the A; 
we may generally establish that all hopes in the PSM rest on its promising 

features for introducing positive correlation between its subtracting esti

* mators 2; . 

3. Variance Analysis of the PSM Event Point Estimator 

The event point estimator of the PSM is given by equation (ll) with event 

point estimators rzi (j:O,l). Denoting with x
1 

( 1 :0,1. •• L) the event points 

of a basic particle and with x .(n=O,l ••• N) the event pointe of a geners-
nJ . . 

ted "j" perturbaton the t· may be reJ1reaented as 

• 
{= t t"'J~,,t4 , ••• ,tlj)(o~ 1Xtji···,Xnj):OO"J} 1 f .. ~i_ (!3) 

' t .. t ,,., ' 
Here wj(x0 , ••• ,~1 ;x0j,xlj'"""'xnj) ~ 0 is to be the statistical weight of 

a "j" perturbaton at its event point xnj which was generated in a basic 

event at x1 and after that has passed the event points x
0
j,xlj'"""'xnj" 

As contribution function the estimators contain the detector function D(x). 

We point out that the estimators ~r are summed up over all perturbatons 

of the type "j" which were generated during the lifetime of a basic particle. 

To study the variance of the PSM event point estimator 

Var(f1 = M[t~J - ~ .z (14) 

we have to derive expressions for its second moment M[~~J. That was accomp-

4 • 

I 

lished in /1/ with the help of the following properly defined random va

riables•: 

~0(x) ia to be a random variable whose value is, for each possible basi 

particle of unit weight experiencing an event in dx near x, the 

total contribution to the estimate of A , present and future, 

resulting from the particle during its further random walk in the 

system K
0 

(including the present event) by generating perturbs

tons which then contribute to the estimate. 

~(x) (j=O,l) is to be a random variable whose value is the contributio· 

to the estimate of A~ , made by a "j" perturbaton which is pos

sibly generated in result of an event of a basic particle with 

unit weight in dx near x. 

ji1(x) ia to be a random variable whose value ia, for each possible per

turbaton of unit weight experiencing an event in dx near x, the 

total contribution, present and future, to the estimate (of A: 
or A~) of its perturbaton type. 

Furthermore, let us define the random variable 3f(x) according to 

f(x) = { (lf) - :f'o(l() . (15) 

The specified random variables are so defined that their expected values 

(over all particle histories in question) are given by 

M[~~J] = \,i()() 

M[!(xJ] = 'J{x) 
with W(x) as solution of 

\J(>r) = M[~il -t jl(.(x--x,'W~1di' ) 

+Furtheron dashed entities announce that they are related to biasing 

schemes. 

5 
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where 

M[fM] -= M[f;c)(1 - M[!c)(ij (19) 

and 

M[~~U = [1f(t .. x?!Jt~91~' J i=~d. (20) 

According to the definition of ~0(x) the mean value of the estimator 

is given by 

M[~*] = fs;~JM[fo&lib. (21) 

Starting from this equation it is easy to show that ~~ 

estimator of A , i.e., 

ia an unbiased 

M[{] = A (22) 

The estimator variance (14) depends on the types of transport games carried 

out with the basic particles and ~erturbatons and on the procedure used 

for the generation of the perturbatons. Only for clearness we have restric-

ted our derivation in /1/ to the important class of survival-biasing tran-

sport games, the extension to the general biasing /2/ is straightforward. 

As generation procedures we considered three different biasing schema but 

all base on the event points of a basic particle. 

for the second moment M[~]we have found the closed expression 

Mft~l =fo~U~WM-M~~Jtt + f"'~>)f~JJr. <
23

) 

where r0(x)~O is the solution of 

f.~) = S:~J t J ~~:j K.(~~~}f(x~ ix' (24) 

and Var( '1<x)) the variance function of '1<x) 

Vt~r(!~>)~M[~,] - Mt~>]. (25) 

In equation (24) and in further equations we use the denotations ~.(x) 
1 

6 .. 

\! 
{i 

'· 

'f 
'I 

( 
/l 

for the normalization functions of the transition kernels Ki(x .. y), respec

tively 

()j()() 'I!! f~ ('1(-Jt')ri~' ) i=~,.f. (26) 

The ~i(x) are the biasing survival probabilities. 

The variance function Var(J(x)) is determined by the generation procedure 

and by the transport game used for the perturbatons. It is composed of the 

variance 

where 

functions of the 1. ( x) and of their covariance function 
A J 

Va.r(!~V-L Var~~~ - .2 Cov{f.~J1 l~>\ . 
j•t f / , 

Cov(!.~),t((~ = M[!Mlcxfl -M[!~J M{tCt~. 

(27) 

(28) 

In the generation procedure (A) at an event point x· of·a basic particle 

the "j" perturbatons are statistically independent generated and trans

fared to their first event points according to the generation probabilities 

pJ.(x) and the trans/fare f~ctions pj(x_.y),respectively. 'Then, 

M[~J1=! 1]"&-x? (1f[~?1Jx' 1. =pi 
I ~ J?-fl} fl(Jt -x~ F-t 1 J J 

and I J 

M~~Y =f['P.ft~x?P. {t -x1M{fltJl(x'ir!f'rix~ 
.. 

(29) 

(30) 

In the generation procedure (B) the "j" perturbatons are generated in pairs 

using a pair generation probability p(x) but transfered to their first 

event points by statistically independent selecting from the distribution 

-:-~ - 4. 1! X'- I I I 

functions p/x-.y).

1
We ge~ 

M[iM]- JSM ~L~J frl[r.}rjrlx , i=~ / (31) 

and 

/'l[liili<~= /t,, ff'P,i ... ??. {r~x,f1{f.(t? l(t'iJtU'«x". "'' 

7 
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the generation procedure {C) only one perturbaton is generated which 

directly represents the difference of both perturbation source terms. 

extension of the procedure (B) here we use not only the same generation 

bsbility p(x) but also a common transfer function li{x.-y) for both 

erstion kernels. We find 

M'I~J1- .L I~~ -.1(1 Mf!~~1Jl Lui 1 p~J f(x .... x? lJf ~~ ! f=D, 1 {:53) 

Hlto~J/~)7 == _1_ j1?lt-.~1'Rfi-.x')M/0'Jix' LJ, !1 f~> ffx-Jt'J l.s., 1' · (34) 

momenta M ['Jttx>J and H{~ (x) ~ (yil appearing in equations (29) 

ough (34) are determined by the transport game of the perturbatona. 

have not yet studied correlated gamee for both typaa of perturbatona. 

lr the uncorrelated biasing games we have 

H!!.~ff=J(t~'#>-wY + ~ p:.~*t?Mit.{;rfft~~' ,, 

N[~~Jtqj] = w:l~J~~J ) >t•f· (36) 

th the help of equation (23) we now analyse the general structure of the 

riance (14) of the PSH event point estimator (11). For this end we look 

three different states of the PSM which differ by the degree of know

dge on the solution (evaluation of ~ ) utilized in the Monte-Carlo cal

lation •. 

M[J(x)] is assumed to be known 

This means that with w
1

(x) the solution of the field equation (4) is 

known and, furthermore, that the quadrature& (20) and the subtraction 

(19) are carried out deterministically. Using equations (4) through (8) 

A may be represented 

8 
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' 

A = jM[l{tyf,~JJt (37) 

what makes clear that A may be estimated directly in the basic game • 

In that way the PSH procedUre degenerated to the solution of an ordi

nary linear particle transport problem in the system [S
0

,K
0

] with M[;"if<xU 

as the contribution function in an event point estimator ~:· Using the 

results from /2/ for such Monte-carlo solutions we get 

f'ff.J --fo{)Hpvf;t>-Hii#JY r.(~JJr (38) 

what is just the first part of M[~]in equation (23). In comparison with 

the true PSH procedure this solution realizes the estimation of A 
using the expected value Ml}(x)] instead of the random variable 1(x), 

i.e., 

- M[fc?t>]. (39) ~~) 

Taking into consideration (39) equation (38) may also be derived from 

balance (II) in /1/. 

b) ~1 (x) is assumed to be known 

Using equations (8), (10), (19) and (20) A from equation (37) may be re-

written as functional of the perturbation source 

A _ r~&J'P{X)cft. • (40) 

This relation shows that, having w
1

(x), A may be estimated by only simu

lating the perturbation source. Practically the PSM procedure then termi-

nates at the first eventpointsof the perturbatons and W1(x) must be used 

as the contribution function in the event point estimators ~~,b for the 

difference estimator of this variant. That is, this state of the PSH in-

eludes the generation process of the perturbatons (up to their first 

event point) but not their transport game. In comparison with a) the 

occurrence of the generation process In the Monte-Carlo solution results 

in an additional variance contribution 

Var(~:J = Vlxt{f;} . + [Var.,(i>)"f:(x)ri1t. (41> 

9 
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0
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results from /2/ for such Monte-carlo solutions we get 

I'( f. I -fo~pv~tJ-ff!Jtq»f.M fix- (36) 

what is just the first part of M[~]in equation (23). In comparison with 

the true PSM procedure this solution realizes the estimation of A 
using the expected value H[)'(x)] instead of the random variable J(x), 

i.e., 

- M[1~>]. ~~) (39) 

Taking into consideration (39) equation (36) may also be derived from 

balance (II) in /1/. 

b) ~1 (x) is assumed to be known 

Using equations (8),(10),(19) and (20) A from equation (37) may be re-

written as functional of the perturbation source 

A =;{~M'P(xJcit. (40) 

This relation shows that, having W1(x), A may be estimated by only simu

lating the perturbation source. Practically the PSM procedure then termi-

nates at the first event points of the perturbatons and w1 (x) must be used 

as the contribution function in the event point estimators ~~,b for the 

difference estimator of this variant. That is, this state of the PSM in-

eludes the generation process of the perturbatons (up to their first 

event point) but not their transport game. In comparison with a) the 

occurrence of the generation process In the Monte-Carlo solution results 

in an additional variance contribution 

Var(~:) = U.t(~;) . + [Var.,(j>)t{x)tit. (41) 
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The knowledge on the solution is reduced from H(f(x)J to w1(x), i.e., 

the qusdrstures (20) snd the subtraction (19)are now performed statis

tically in the Monte-Carlo procedure. This loss in knowledge causes the 

increase in variance. 

In comparison with the true PSM procedure in this variant b) A is esti

mated by using the expected value H[~<xl] :W1(x) instead of the ran

dom variable ~1(x), i.e., 

tCx-) - M[t~il . (42) 

With (42) equation (J6) ia .valid and, furthermore, 

M[~~>] = \.4(t) . (4J) 

With that the expressions for the variance functions Varb(l(x)) for all 

generation procedures may be derived from equations (27) through (J4) /1/. 

It should yet be pointed out that the additional variance part also de

pends on the transport game of the basic particles via the weighting 

function r
0

(x) in. the quadrature of Var(J(x)). 

c) OnlY the detector function D(x) is known 

In this case we have to perform the complete PSM procedure. The general 

structure of the variance is the ~ame as in b) 

Vat(f') = Var(2:) + fVa,(~~rexJ«~ (44) 
) 

however, the additional variance term is increased because of 

'Wt(jtx>) ~ V().tb(~~ (45) 

what is in consequence of 

M[!}tfl > \,((}(J (46) 

if the random variable 3r
1

(x) is used instead of its expected value as 

it was in b). As the ~(x) we use the event point estimator with D(x) 

as the contribution function in a history starting at x and taking 
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place in the system K
1

• In comparison with a) not only the integrals 

(20) and their difference (19) but also w1(x) itself is unknown; The 

extraction of all these informations is now included in the Monte-

Carlo procedure. Comparing with b), the further lose in knowledge results 

in a further increase of variance. 

Next we show which elements of the PSM in.what way help in positive corre

lating both estimators ~· for this purpose we compare the variance of the 

PSM estimator with that of a difference estimator (ll) with statistically 

independent estimators~· The latter maena that we have two statistically 

independent, modified PSM calculations each of them containing only a single 

generation process, namely, for the estimation of A! ( A~ ) the generation 

of "zero" ("one") perturbatona. The variances Var ( 'ZJ) are easily calculated 

with the help of the formulas derived in /1/ for the case of a single 

generation process. Then, in accordance with equation (12), we find 

for the covariance 

Cov(y:, r:J = f/(11lN: -11.) t N,(.lll/ -N~ f.&)tl.~ 
+jov{!.~J~fc{t~r,(x)tix - A!A: 

where we used ~he abbreviations 

Mi•M[f;~~ .. 
J WJ• w;tx) 

and defined the W~(x) }. 0 as solutions of 

I 

ViM -=M[fpJ] +jK.(t~xJ'rll~~rix', 

f=tl)f. 

i :&If. 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

The integral terms on the right aide of equation (47) announce two features 

of the PSI1 which may help in positive, ~orrelating the estimators w*. The . -,J 

term containing the covariance function Cov( 3'
0

()\), ,~(x),) is determined by 

the simulation procedure of the generation process and b~ the following 

random walk of the perturbatona. The behaviour of this function is imme-

diately discussed in more detail for different cases. The other, nonnegative 

11 
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the qusdratures (20) and the subtraction (19)are now performed atatia
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dom variable ~(x), i.e., 
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With (42) equation (36) is ,valid and, furthermore, 
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With that the expressions for the variance functions Verb( ~(x)) for all 

generation procedures may be derived from equations (27) through (34) /l/. 
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function r
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(x) in the quadrature of Var(J(x)), 
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place in the system K1• In comparison with a) not only the integrals 

(20) ~d their difference (19) but also w1(x) itself ia unknown; The 

extraction of all these informations is now included in the Monte-

Carlo procedure. Comparing with b), the further lose in knowledge results 

in a further increase of variance. 

Next we show which elements of the PSH in .what way help in positive corre

lating both estimators ~· for this purpose we compere the variance of the 

PSH estimator with that of a difference estimator (11) with statistically 

independent estimators ~· The letter means that we have two statistically 

independent, modified PSH calculations each of them containing only a single 

generation process, namely, for the estimation of A! ( Ai ) the generation 

of "zero" ("one") perturbatone. The variances Ver ( 'l~) era easily calculated 

with the help of the formulas derived in /l/ for the case of a single 

generation process, Then, in accordance with equation (12), we find 

for the covariance 

Cov(y:, r:) ~ 1/(ttlN: -11,) t N,(,llll-11~ f.@ tit 
+[cov{!.~J,f.(t~r,(x)tk - A!A: 

(47) 

where we used .the abbreviations 

Mi•M[~~ J WJ• w;tx),• I i=~i (48) 

and defined the W~(x) ~ 0 as solutions of 

IJ!M =N[fpJ] +jK.rl(~x9'rll~1ril', i=~i. (49) 

The integral terms on the right side of equation (47) announce two features 

of the PSH which may help in positive, ~orrelsting the estimators f!· The 

term containing the covariance function Cov( J
0

(ls), ~(x)) is determined by 

the simulation procedure of the generation process and by the following 

random walk of the perturbetons. The behaviour of this function is imme

diately discussed in more detail for different cases. The other, nonnegative 
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integral term stems from that fact that in the PSM the generation processes 

of both types of perturbatons are based on the same basic histories, Both 

constituents of the covariance enlighten that the common generation pro

cess of the perturbstons and their following random walk in the same sys-

tern state are the promising features of the PSM for introducing positive 

correlation between subtracting estimators and, therefore, ere recisive 

with respect to the usefulness of this method at all. 

Now let us discuss the effects of the different generation ~rocedures considered 

above on the variance function Vsr( 3' (x)). Because in the generation procedure 

~both perturbstons ere inoe~endently generated sccoroing to pj(x) ano pj(x1¥) 

these functions influence the variances Vsr( 1 (x)) only and not the covariance 
J 

Cov(1
0

(x), if1(x)), The dependences of the second moments M(i.i'xl) on the 

biasing functions pj(x) end pJ(x-.y) ere those sa usually in a biasing of a 

transition kernel /2/. Obviously, 

B(~J 
I 

results in minimum variance. 

""' 1. i=~J. (50) 

From equations (27) through (30) we see that variance reduction by a ~ositive 

covariance function Cov( 1
0

(x), 3'
1

(x)) requires positive correlated transport 

games of the "zero" end "one" perturbations so that 

M[ f.: (x) 1: (1)] > 'v4 {x) ~q) t•( 

Such possibilities should be theoretically and ~racticslly investigated, For 

uncorrelated transport games the equality is valid (equation (36)), hence, 

Cov ( foCxJ, l&J) = (]. 

(51) 

(52) 

The yenerstion procedure (~) comprises a positive correlat~on in the generation 

of both perturbatons and thus gives variance reduction. It is obvious that for 

fl{)() = p(x) == 1. 
I 

(A) and (B) become identical. However, ror 

12 

j:::t!,{ (53) 

f;(t) ~ f(X) < 1 
) 1=~1 

we gain in (B) by a positive covariance function Cov(~0 (x), ~1 (x)) and th 

even in the case if the transport games of both perturbatona are uncorrelat 

i.e., 

Cov(lc~J,lr!)) -(~J -1)/1~{)]M['&J]. 
The generation procedure (C) could be quite favourable with respect to veri 

reduction provided there are sufficiently extended phase space regions wher 

the. generation kernels are overlapping, i.e., 

r;(Jf ... v rtr><-1) > fl. 
Then, there would be a great portion of common generation processes for the 

"zero" and "one" perturbatons which have &Efusl, expected contributions to 

their estimators 
• . If 

'to and ~l , respectively. Just those contributions ar 

identically simulated by one resulting perturbston of the procedure (C). Of 

course, furthermore we would have a considerably reduced numerical expense 

by economizing the transport game of one perturbaton, On the other hand, 

nothing will be gained by (C) if there are no such overlapping regions. On 

the contrary, then the common biasing by the transfer function p(x-.y) woul 

split in a generation of s.ilther a pure "zero" or a pure "one" perturbaton. 

With p(x) = 1 we would get the variances Vsr ( 3'j(x)) from the generation p 

cedure (A) but additionally a negative covariance function 

CDv(~C~<>, i;C>f)) = - tl[i&ij !1{lcxij 
what is caused by the "either - or" generation. 

Next we point out the dependence of Var( ~f) on the distribution of the rar 

variable :i'(x) which takes a decisive pert with respect to the efficiency 

the PSM. The first variance pert Vsr ( ~) is completeiy determined by its 

mean value M[1(x)] (see equation (36)), but the second by its variance 

Var(1(x)), The first pert decreases when M[Jf(x)J -.o whereas the seconc 
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integral term stems from that fact that in the PSM the generation processes 

of both types of perturbatons are based on the same basic histories, Both 

constituents of the covariance enlighten that the common generation pro

cess of the perturbatons and their following random walk in. the same sys

tem state are the promising features of the PSM for introducing positive 

correlation between subtracting estimators and, therefore, are recisive 

with respect to the usefulness of this method at all. 
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these functions influence the variances Var( 1J(x)) only and not the covariance 

Cov(] (x), 1'1 (x)), The oependencea of the second moments M[i~x)J on the 
0 J 

biasiny functions pj(x) and pj(x-.y) are those as usually in a biaainy of a 

transition kernel /2/. Obviously, 

t (lfJ , 1. 
I i=~J (50) 

results in minimum variance, 

From equations (27) through (JO) we see that variance reouction by a positive 

covariance function Cov( ] 0 (x), ~1 (x)) requires positive correlated transport 

yames of the "zero" and "one" perturbations so that 

M[!{x) ~{(J] > ~{x) ~~} ,If-;#<( 

Such possibilities should be theoretically and practically investiyated. For 

uncorrelateo transport yames the equality is valid (equation (J6)), hence, 

Cov ( [()(), lCxJ) = 0. 

(51) 

(52) 

The yeneration procedure (B) comprises a positive correlation in the generation 

of both perturbatons and thus yives variance reduction. It is obvious that for 

ff()(J = p(;<) = 1 
I 

(A) ana (B) become identical. liowever, for 
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j=/,1 (53) 

P;{t) : f(X) < 1 f=l; 1 (54) 
) 

we gain in (B) by a positive covariance function Cov(d"
0

(x), ~(x)) and this 

even in the case if the transport games of both perturbstons are uncorrelated, 

i.e., 

Cov{ /.~), i{fl>) = (J.~J -1)/1~~] M~~j] (55) 

The generation procedure (C) could be quite favourable with respect to variance 

reduction provided there are sufficiently extended phase apace regions where 

the. generation kernels are overlapping, i.e., 

fo~_.,) /;Cx-1) > fl. 
Then, there would be a great portion of common generation processes for the 

"zero" and "one" 

their estimators 

perturbatona which have e~ual, expected contributions to 

z*o and. ~~ , respectively. Just those contributions are 

identically simulated by one resulting perturbaton of the procedure (C), Of 

course, furthermore we would have a considerably reduced numerical expense 

by economizing the transport game of one perturbaton, On the other hand, 

nothing will ba gained by (C) if there are no such overlapping regions. On 

the contrary, then the common biasing by the transfer function p(x-.y) would 

(56) 

split in a generation of either a pure "zero" or a pure "one" perturbaton, 

With p(x) = 1 we would get the variances Var ( J'j(x)) from the generation pro

cedure (A) but additionally a negative covariance function 

CfJv(i:(>t>,~OfJ} = -/1~ij/1{l&1 
(57) 

what is caused by the "either - or" generation, 

Next we point out the dependence of Var( ~f) on the.diatribution of the random 

variable ;i'(x) which takes a decisive part with respect to the efficiency of 

the PSM. The first variance part Var ( ~) is completely determineo by its 

mean value M[1(x)J (see equation (36)), but the second by ita variance 

Vsll,(.1(x)), The first part decreases when M[7(x)J-o whereas the second 
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goes to s limit determined by M~(x)J ~ 0. Obviously, this fact has mis

chievous consequences for the PSM in the tendency of decreasing effect by 

decreasing M[~(x)J • Thus, in depen~ence of the distribution of this variable 

~x) the ~SM may show quite different efficiencies in cases with the same 

order of the effect A . 

Two further general properties of the PSM ere worth to note. The .first concernes 

the dependence of the variance on the transport games chosen for the basic 

particles and for the perturbatons. As in ordinary transport problems with 

nonmultiplying transition kernels the EV-biasing game among all survival bia

sing games leads to the smallest variance /3/. Its application in the transport 

of the perturbatons minimizes the M[ft<x) J from equation (35) and by that 

the variance function Var( ar(x)) in the second term of equation (23). The 

EV-biasing in the basic game minimizes F
0

(x) from equation (24) and in that 

way both parts of the second moment M[z~J. Though, the basic game influences 

both terms, in practice we are kept to handle very carefully the application 

of the EV-biasing game because the prolongation of the basic histories increa

ses the number of generated perturbatons and by that considerably the entire 

expense. Doubtless we have to seek for appropriate procedures for selecting 

real generation events from all possible ones of a basic history. The other 

general property to be pointed out is the asymmetry between both system states 

with respect to the variance of the PSM estimator, i.e.,an interchange of the 

states for the basic and the perturbaton transport games (see /1/), in general, 

will result in a different variance. It seems to be difficult but paying to 

deduce recommendations on the disposition of the system states to the basic and 

perturbaton game. Model investigations should help to enlighten this problem. 

Furthe~more, it should be noted that a calculation of -A instead of A with 

the same disposition of the system states gives the same variance. 

We want yet to hint at the application of a yeneral variance reduction method, 

the importance function method (IF -method), in the PSI'I+. In ordinary particle 

+I A detailed discussion will be given in another paper. 
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transport problems the IF - method is known to be one of the most power~ 

means in variance reduction. It even allows to construct two direct zero-1 

solutions in the special case if the value function ia used aa the import1 

function /3,4,5/. Therefore, it ia of great interest to ask for the effici 

of this variance reduction method in the case of the PSM. 

At first let ua consider the effect of its application on the generation 

cess and transport game of the perturbatons. We assume to know the value 

tion W1(x) of the state K1 and the normalization functions MC3j(x)J of 

modified generation kernels Pj(x -.y) w1(y), respectively. Keeping on the 

sing technique used in the analysis of the generation process and denotin~ 

biasing entities involved for this special case by tildes, we would have t 

the biasing transfer functions 

ff~-1) ,.. ~~-,)tv;(yJ/Mti~J] I f,. ) i=~l 
in the generation procedures (A) or (B) for the case (53)+ 

Hence, 

f1{¥J I ~nff~!if ~.~ ;.~1 N[fF?Ji.r' , i:; ~ J. 
Both, with the value function w

1
(x) modified perturbaton transport games 

corresponding to the zero-variance solutions mentioned previously are char 

terized by a deterministif variable f
1

(x)=M(11<xl] =W1(x). Thus, 

M [~~J] = Mt~c(l] . 1 = ~ t 
and therefore 

Var{ frxY = 0'. 
Of course, this result is in accordance with the degenerated case a) of th 

PSM discussed above. The proper utilization of the knowledge of w1(x) and 

11[1.(x)] (j=O,l) allows to zero the variance part caused by generation p 
J .• 

+: Of course, mean values remain the same, e.g., Mf1j<xl] Mf'1/x>J 
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transport problems the IF - method is known to be one of the most powerful 

mesne in variance reduction. It even allows to construct two direct zero-variance 

solutions in the special case if the value function is used as the importance 

function /3,4,5/. Therefore, it is of great interest to ask for the efficiency 

of this variance reduction method in the case of the PSM. 

At first let us consider the effect of its application on the generation pro-

cess and transport game of the perturbatons, We assume to know the value func

tion W1(x) of the state K1 and the normalization functions M£Jj(x)J of the 

modified generation kernels Pj(x-.y) W1(y), respectively. Keeping on the bia

sing technique used in the analysis of the generation process and denoting all 

biasing entities involved for this special case by tildes, we would have to use 

the biasing transfer functions 

r(f-,) -- ~0'-,Jw;r;fMt?MJ 
) I=~ I (58) 

in the generation procedures (A) or (8) for the case (53)+ 

Hence, 

/1[ (f-J 1 -/1f¥r!Jf~e ;.~, 11[fJ?Jri.l , i::: ~i. (59) 

Both, with the value function w1(x) modified perturbaton transport games 

corresponding to the zero-variance solutions mentioned previously are charac

terized by a deterministic variable f1 (x)=M(~(x)] =W
1

(x), Thus, 

M [~~J] = Mt~c(J] 1 = ~ t (60) 

and therefore 

Vo.r( lrx~ = rr. (6l) 

Of course, this result is in accordance with the degenerated case a) of the 

PSM discussed above. The proper utilization of the knowledge of w
1

(x) and 

11(l.(x)] (j:O,l) allows to zero the variance part caused by generation pro-J •' 

+: Of course, mean values remain the same, e.g., M[~(x)J = M[1j(x)J 
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cess and perturbaton transport game. Here is t~e deciding fact that both types 

of perturbstons have the same value function w1(x) because they live in the 

same system state and are counted by the same detector. In that way the gene

ral usefulness of the application of the IF - method in this part of the PSM 

is demonstrated. 

Now we turn to the application of the importance function method in the tran

sport game of the basic particles having in view the reduction of the first 

variance portion Vsr( ~~) in equation (44). At first we consider the degenera

ted case a) and assume a nonnegative function M(1(x)J +. Then, knowing not on

ly M[l(x)J as in a), but also W(x) and A we are able to construct both 

modifiedzero-vsrisncesolutions of the ordinary particle transport problem. 

If M[a'(x)J is an alternating function then, in general, it is W(x) too and 

a zero-variance solution for A could only be constructed as a difference of 

the two zero-variance solutions for A~ , both modified with the nonnegative 

constituents W~(x) of W(x), respectively. Similarly, in the special case of 

two separate PSM calculations each of them containing only a single generation 

process for the estimation of the h~ we could also construct a zero-variance 

solution of A • For that we would have to modify both basic transport games 

with the importance functions Wj(x)/ A~. but the transport games of the pertur-
o J 

batons with w
1

(x) and using the normalization functions M(3'j(x)J in the ge-

neration processes for j:O,l, respectively. The principle of such a modified 

zero-variance solution for the A~ is that the weight of each basic particle 

is fully transfered to the perturbatons generated during its lifetime and then 

fully converted by them into the estimate. In general, this zero-variance 

principle cannot be realized in the true PSM procedure with one basic transport 

for both generation processes. This is only possible in the case of a nonnega

tive function M[1(x)] and using the single generation procedure (C) for the 

modified generation process, i.e., if we unite both generation processes in an 

analytical way. For that we would have to use W(x)/A as the importance function 

+: The case of a nonpoaitive function M[~(x)J may be reduced to that case. 
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in the basic game and W
1

(x) in the perturbaton game. Here is of importance th1 

the single, nonnegative generation process involves the appearance of only 

one value function W(x) for the basic particles whereas two generation proceE 

sea result in two different value functions W~(x) which demand different mo-

dified basic games. 

The fact that the true PSM has lost the ideal zero-variance solutions of the 

IF - method should not be taken too seriously. In practical applications the 

use of this variance reduction method both In the basic and In the perturbate 

game will doubtless yield a substantial improvement of the PSM. However, the 

efficiency of the IF - method in the PSM should be investigated in more de

tail by model calculations. 

Last we outline an approximative version (bin-version) of the PSM which shoult 

turn out to be quite favourable in practical applications. We have not yet 

taken trouble to show the improvements by this version, but some "physical" 

arguments seem doubtless to speak in its favour. We start from the adjoint 

representations of the counting rates A~ from equations (6) 

A~ 
I -~0~b I ~~~! (, 

Let us suppose the phase space of the system to be devided in G subregions 

(bins). In this grained phase space the integrals (62) may be tepresented as 

sums 

A~ =- f ~ ~ It Ht 
I J=1. I{ ' 

i= ~i, 

dofioodP;'-h{x}q{ ( 
where we have 

f .. ~J 

"''""w1i ~ jw. M'P,IxJdx/11' 
·) 

i::.& J. ( J • 

and bin mean 

If the bins are sufficiently small and properly chose~ ao that in a bin g 

the mean values W~,jfor j:0 1 l are approximately of the same magnitude W~, i.e 
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and perturbaton transport game. Here is t~e deciding fact that both types 

rturbatons have the ssme value function w1(x) because they live in the 

system state and are counted by the same detector. In that way the gene

sefulness of the application of the IF - method in this part of the PSM 

nstrated. 

turn to the application of the importance function method in the tran-

game of the basic particles having in view the reduction of the first 

portion Var( ~~) in equation (44). At first we consider the degenera

a) and assume a nonnegative function M(i'(x)J •. Then, knowing not on

as in a), but also W(x) and A we are able to construct both 

"edzero-variancesolutions of the ordinary particle transport problem. 

an alternating function then, in general, it is W(x) too and 

-variance solution for A could only be constructed as a difference of 

·o zero-variance solutions for ~~ , both modified with the nonnegative 

W~(x) of W(x), respectively. Similarly, in the special case of 

PSM calculations each of them containing only a single generation 

for the estimation of the ~~ we could also construct a zero-variance 
J 

A . For that we would have to modify both basic transport games 
. }f 

e importance functions wJ(x)/ ~-·but the transport games of the pertur-
0 J 

with W1(x) and using the normalization functions M(3'j(x)J in the ge-

n processes for j:O,l, respectively. The principle of such a modified 

riance solution for the A•. ia that the weight of each basic particle 
J 

Y transfered to the perturbatons generated during its lifetime and then 

onverted by them into the estimate. In general, this zero-variance 

le cannot be realized in the true PSM procedure with one basic transport 

h generation processes. This is only possible in the esse of a nonnega

nction M[,(x)] and using the single generation procedure (C) for the 

d generation process, i.e., if we unite both generation processes in an 

cal way. For that we would have to use W(x)/A as the importance function 

sse of a nonpositive function M[i'CxlJ may be reduced to that case. 
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in the basic game and W1(x) in the perturbaton game. Here is of importance that 

the single, nonneQative generation process involves the appearance of only 

one value function W(x) for the basic particles whereas two generation proces

ses result in two different value functions W~(x) which demand different mo

dified basic games. 

The fact that the true PSM has lost the ideal zero-variance solutions of the 

IF - method should not be taken too seriously. In practical applications the 

use of this variance reduction method both In the basic and In the perturbaton 

game will doubtless yield a substantial improvement of the PSM. However, the 

efficiency of the IF - method in the PSM should be investigated in more de-

tail by model calculations. 

Last we outline en approximative version (bin-version) of the PSM which should 

turn out to be quite favourable in practical applications. We have not yet 

taken trouble to show the improvements by this version, but some "physical" 

·arguments seem doubtless to speak in its favour. We start from the adjoint 

representations of the counting rates A~ 
J 

from equations (6) 

A~ ~0~b ~~~l (62) I ) 

Let us suppose the phase space of the system to be devided in G subregions 

(bins). In this grained phase space the integrals (62) may be represented as 

auma 

A~~ t ~~ ~Hf 
I J=-t '1 I 

li 

1"= ~1., (63) 

""""''P;'-/~(x)ol t 
where we have 

~~~t (64) 

"'"'~j -.fw. {t}1j(xJdx)rj' 
) 

and bin mean 

i::.~ J. 
( I • (65) 

If the bins are sufficiently small and properly chosen ao.that in a bin g 

the mean values w~,jfor j:O,l are approximately of the same magnitude W~, i.e. 1 
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~~~ g{ 1,.1,' J 
I 1l "' I 11 
W4,! = W-t } 1:/,~ ... ,r;~ (66) 

then A may be calculated from 

A ~f.; W.'{'Pl- '?.? '"' 
A complete Monte-carlo calculation of ~ on the basis of equation (67) would 

look as follows: 

At the first event points of the generated "j" perturbatons the P~ are 

estimated by summing up the particle weights for all bins g and per

turbston types j. The following transport games of all perturbatons 

starting in a bin g would give the estimates of the W~ using the 

event point estimator D(x) as the contribution function, 

Likewise as in the PSM variant b) with the known value function W1(x) the 

variance reducing feature of this approximative bin-method consists in the 

circumstance that here all "zero" and "one" particles having their first 

events in the same bin g would have the same contribution W~ to the estimate. 

The applicability of this approximative PSM version should be tested in 

practice. · 

As a next step, with the help of the theoretical foundation presented in this 

paper, we intend to investigate the variance behaviour of different PSM ver-

sions in simple but practical models. 
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